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Abstract 

By exploiting recent advances in the understanding of both pheromone biosynthesis pathways and the detection of molecules in 
the insect nervous system, we are developing a new class of technology for biosynthetic infochemical communication. Here we 
present a prototype instrument that comprises an integrated chemotransmitter, an odour pathway and a chemoreceiver controlled 
by a laptop computer. Our initial studies show that the system can transmit, receive and decode a set of volatiles commonly 
found in fruits. The system is capable of ratiometrically encoding information by releasing complex blends of compounds in 
specific ratios, detecting the transmitted blends with a sensor array and decoding the infochemical information using 
neuromorphic algorithms representing ratio processing in the macroglomerular complex (MGC) of the antennal lobe of the moth 
(e.g. Manduca sexta). 
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1. Introduction 

The complex form of information exchange in invertebrates mediated by chemicals represents an un-explored form of 
communication and labeling technology which is yet to be harnessed. Eusocial insects in particular rely heavily on chemical 
communication, for example to organise the colony, find food, conspecific mate location, and divide labour.  

 

Figure1. Schematic representation of the olfactory pathways of an insect in terms of the antennal lobe and mushroom body 3 
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In this paper a novel approach to information and communication technology is introduced through the design of a first prototype 
instrument inspired by the biosynthesis pathways of infochemical production in insects. This innovative system capable of 
generating and detecting a precise mix of predefined synthesised compounds in programmable ratios of concentration will be 
capable of information transmission using chemicals alone and it will form the basis of a new technological field for labelling, 
information transmission and biochemical interfacing. The initial work concentrates in particular on the implementation of a so-
called chemoreceiver, detector of volatile chemical mixtures, based upon principles of molecular detection in the receptor and 
antennal lobe neurons of an insect (shown in Figure 1), which is able to recover the ratiometric information deployed in the 
world. A member of the Lepidoptera, the sphinx orhawk moth (Manduca sexta) was chosen to model blend processing in the 
insect’s antennal lobe. A considerable advances in the understanding of insect olfaction in terms of functioning of both the 
antennal lobe and the mushroom body; projection from receptor neurons to the mushroom body 1, in particular work on the 
glomerular representation of plant volatiles and sex pheromones in Spodoptera littoralis, as well as behavioural studies of  moths 
in wind tunnels, have been exploited in this work. 

2. Methodology 

The prototype infochemical system, shown in Figure 2, comprises of three main units: the chemoemitter module, odour chamber 
and chemoreceiver module. The chemoemitter module is used to deliver the pre-synthesized analyte to the odour chamber in 
precise concentration and ratio’s. The odour chamber provides a well-defined and controlled environment where the volatile 
molecules mix and travel to the chemoreceiver. The chemoreceiver consists of an array of gas sensors used to detect and 
differentiate the analytes introduced by the chemoemitter.  

2.1. The Chemoemitter Module 

The chemoemitter unit comprises of two high precision microlitre glass syringes mounted and controlled by a fully automated 
NeMESYS syringe pump system (Cetoni GmbH, Korbussen, Germany). Through this setup nanolitre accuracy in delivering 
analyte in precise concentrations and ratios with pulsating flow was achieved.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: NeMESYS syringe pump system with two independent, computer controlled dosing units. 

2.2. The Chemoreceiver Module 

The chemoreceiver module, shown in Figure 3, comprises an array of four 30 MHz polished Quartz Crystal Microbalance 
(QCM) sensors interfaced to a laptop via a USB port. The frequency shift generated by a change in mass on the surface of the 
QCMs is ca. 7.2 Hz/ng according to Sauerbray’s equation3. Thus the practical detection limit of chemoreceiver unit was ca. 100 
pg. Temperature and humidity were monitored using sensirion SHT-75 sensor. A gas sensitive polymer coating was created on 
both surfaces of the sensor by dip coating the crystals in 0.3 %wt polymer solution followed by an overnight bake at 60°C. The 
sensor was coated with four different polymer solutions namely poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(styrene-co-butadiene) 
(PSB), poly(ethylene gylcol) (PEG), Polysulfone(PSF). The thickness of the gas sensitive coating was found to be approximately 
100nm6. The sensors response to the analyte injection was recorded using commercial Multisens software (JLM Innovation, 
Tübingen, Germany). 
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